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WHAT IS A LEADERSHIP LEGACY?

Your unique contribution 
that is remembered 

by others….
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WHAT IS A LEADERSHIP LEGACY?

• Can be positive – or can be negative! 
• Exists – even if you don’t think about 

it.
• Your thoughts and behaviors create it.
• Can be so impactful that the 

organization, community or even the 
planet is changed forever.
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WHAT IS A LEADERSHIP LEGACY?

“No legacy is so rich as honesty.” 
William Shakespeare

“…legacy. For me, it’s being a good 
teammate, having the respect of my 
teammates, having the respect of the 
coaches and players. That’s important to 
me.” Peyton Manning
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HOW IS A LEGACY CREATED?

You create a legacy in everything you 
do –

• Your values
• How you walk the talk of your values
• Your behaviors
• Your decisions and actions
• The culture YOU create
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LEGACY IN ACTION

“I've learned that people will forget what 
you said, people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you 
made them feel.”

“If you don't like something, change it. If 
you can't change it, change your 
attitude.”

Maya Angelou
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LEGACY IN ACTION

Alfred Nobel
from dynamite to Nobel Prize
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LEGACY IN ACTION
What we don’t want to be 
remembered for:
• Passive – won’t confront bad behavior or 

conflict 
• Desk pounder
• Back stabber
• Credit stealer 
• Playing favorites
• Mean – create culture of fear
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WHY CARE ABOUT THIS?
Learn more about yourself
Learn how to adapt your style to others
Improve relationships
Improve management of teams
Increase trust
Reduce turnover
Increase accountability
Create better results
More successful companies!
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TOP EMPLOYERS HAVE
Great culture
Balance of team and individual
Clarity on authority and ownership
Values are not just words – actions shown 
by ALL
Recognition, reward, opportunity
Satisfaction and fun!
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LEADERS – WHAT WE WANT
Highly functioning teams
Cultures unique to our organization
Accountability
Trust
Meeting our mission, vision, values and 
goals

Engaged employees 
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Data shows us:
• Significant percentage are actively un-

engaged
• Significant percentage DIS-engaged
• Net effect – lethargic to damage?
• How to increase engagement
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Communication
Transparency   
Trust
Esprit de corps
Authority
Appreciation

Sense of 
belonging
Learning and 
advancement
Recognition
Reward
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EMPLOYEES – WHAT THEY WANT



BOSS
• Supervises
• Directs
• Scrutinizes
• Criticizes
• Takes credit
• Low EQ

LEADER
• Coaches
• Mentors
• Guides
• Connects
• Gives credit 
• Higher EQ
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ARE YOU A BOSS OR A LEADER?



Bosses
Low engagement 

–

Employees 
brings hands to 
work

Leaders
High engagement 

-

Employees bring 
hands and 
heads to work
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ENGAGEMENT BOSSES V LEADERS



Leaders
High engagement 

-

Employees bring 
hands and 
heads to work

EQ Leaders
Highest 

engagement –

Employees bring 
hands, heads 
and hearts –
passion to 
work
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ENGAGEMENT WITH LEADERS V. EQ LEADERS



TRAITS OF EFFECTIVE LEADERS
• Communicate often and transparently
• Humble – yet confident
• Courageous – face the elephants
• Accountable
• Respectful
• Serve first 
• Stewardship
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BEHAVIORS THAT BUILD LEGACIES
• Remember employees names
• Create personal connections
• Honest and transparent
• Ask questions
• Listen 
• Respond with empathy
• Share credit
• Build from people’s strengths
• Recognize and reward
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WHERE TO START?

Leaders are self-aware –

Self awareness is big part of 
emotional intelligence or EQ
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UNDERSTAND YOUR IMPACT
• How you enter and exit
• Tone
• Body language
• Actions
• Communications – written, verbal and 

non-spoken
• Vision, values and purpose are alive
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

The ability to recognize 
Our own and others’

EMOTIONS
And adjust our response

Accordingly
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ELEMENTS-EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Daniel Goleman identifies five elements:
• Self-awareness
• Self-regulation
• Motivation
• Empathy
• Social skills
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
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Emotional 
Intelligence

Self 
Awareness

Perceive 
Emotions
Motivation

Understand 
Emotions  
Empathy

Social Skills  
Use Emotions

Self Regulate 
Manage 

Emotions



DEVELOP EI TEAMS
Leaders with EI do a better job in 
• Listening
• Engaging
• Managing
• Motivating
• Coaching
Each employee differently, but fairly and 
consistently
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE OUTCOME
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EQ means understanding that people 
have different drivers or 
perspective – styles

Then applying that to lead….

Dominance – action, speed, goal 
focused

Influence – experience, learning, ideas
Stability  - harmony, team, feelings
Conscientiousness – accuracy, being 

right



COMPONENTS OF LEADERSHIP

• Vision
• Alignment
• Execution

Wiley, Everything DiSC® Work of Leaders
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LEADERS WITH VISION SKILLS
Leaders
Set the vision – be bold
Relentless in articulating it
Persistent in reaching it
Work around and through obstacles
Explore options – remain open
Test assumptions – seek counsel
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LEADERS WITH ALIGNMENT SKILLS
Leaders 
• Bring people with you 

• Have clarity – know what you want, 
explain and communicate it clearly

• Open dialogue – be receptive to 
others’ perspectives

• Inspire others – express, 
encourage
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LEADERS WITH EXECUTION SKILLS
Leaders 
• Put into action

• Momentum – drive progress, help 
others initiate actions

• Structure – have a plan, timeline
• Feedback – address problems, 

offer praise often
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE OUTCOME
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Different Mindsets or 
Perspectives = 

Different Choices =

Better Results



WHAT STYLE LEADER AM I?
Assessments – measure style so we 
can recognize styles:

• DOMINANCE – direct, strong-willed, results 
oriented

• INFLUENCE – outgoing, enthusiastic and 
optimistic

• STEADINESS – even-tempered, patient and 
accommodating

• CONSCIENTIOUS – analytical, precise and 
reserved
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LISTENING – STYLES - APPROACHES
Appreciative - relax and enjoy
Empathetic – support and understand 
speakers’ emotions
Discerning – gather complete and 
accurate information
Comprehensive – gather information and 
understand the meaning of the message
Evaluative – critique information and make 
a decision  
Wiley, The Personal Listening Profile 
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MOTIVATING BY STYLES
Motivating -- recognizing what 

people need 
to thrive in their environment 

and helping them do their best.

Recognizing what stresses people 
and mitigating those stressors. 
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MOTIVATING BY STYLES
DOMINANCE Style
Lead with results, feelings less important
Don’t waste their time with small talk

Publicly praise for their actions and results

Let them lead

Coach and mentor their career, not just this job

Give them challenges to make a difference

Give them visibility
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MOTIVATING BY STYLES
INFLUENCE Style
Give them freedom

Let them have fun – don’t kill enthusiasm

Value their creativity

Give them new and challenging assignments so 
they can continue to learn and grow

Provide coaching on the details

Let them express themselves to you and others
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MOTIVATING BY STYLES
STEADINESS Style
Give them praise publicly for THEM, not work
Take time to chat with them
Get to know them and their family personally
Don’t rush them in meetings, they have 

something to say and need to be heard
Socialize with them
Let them help with messaging to peers
Feelings and people come first, then results
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MOTIVATING BY STYLES
CONSCIENTIOUSNESS Style
Consistency, accuracy, do it right
Slow to change, give warnings
Focus on benefits, and concrete policies when 

changes occur
Value the rules and live those yourself
Keep the rules uniformly applied, no exceptions
Notice the details – praise the WORK
Feelings stay at home, not work 
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CHALLENGES IN THIS WORK

Balancing individuals’ needs with fairness for 
all and consistency 

Customizing coaching and recognition
Shifting cultures to anticipate and adapt to 

organizational changes
Stickiness – remembering to apply it!
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SHIFT MIND SETS - PERSPECTIVES
Why do we make shifting our perspective 

harder than it needs to be?

Why is it so hard to adopt a new 
BEHAVIOR to support a new way of 
thinking?
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TAKE THIS HOME AND PRACTICE
Clear your head between encounters
Take notes at meetings
Reflect, plan ahead for challenging people or 

conversations
Be clear on your expectations
Follow up in writing when needed
Flex to others’ styles and emotional needs
Ask for help
Be vulnerable and authentic
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REWARDS OF THIS WORK
Satisfied and engaged employees
Loyal, hardworking and ownership mentality
Less stress and more enjoyment
Reaching goals together
Creating a terrific culture
Building a legacy of purpose.
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BUILDING MY LEGACY
Think about the outcome – culture you want.
Adapt your behavior to get it. 
Focus on the big picture.
Ask your people what they need.
Develop your people.
Show compassion when warranted.
Say thank you – a lot!
Apologize and mean it.
Be relentlessly persistent.
Communicate consistently.
Be vulnerable and authentic.
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PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE 
AND 

MORE PRACTICE
GOOD LUCK!
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QUESTIONS?
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SOURCES
Books
• Goleman, Daniel. Emotional Intelligence. 

Bantam Books, 1995.
• Greenleaf, Robert K.  Trustees As 

Servants.  Greenleaf Center, 1974, 1975, 
2002.
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SOURCES
Books
• Greenleaf, Robert K.  The Servant as 

Leader.  Greenleaf Center, 1970, 1991, 
2008.

• Peck, Scott M. and Senge, Peter. 
Reflections on Leadership: How Robert K. 
Greenleaf’s Theory of Servant-Leadership 
Influenced Today’s Top Management 
Thinkers. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1995. 
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RESOURCES
Greenleaf Center on Servant-Leadership. 
http://www.greenleaf.org

John Spence
http://www.Johnspence.com
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RESOURCES
Assessments
• Everything DiSC®
• Psychogeometrics®
• Everything DiSC® Work of Leaders
• Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team™
• Personal Listening Profile®
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